Corporate
Philanthropy
for NetSuite
Efficient, Meaningful
and Measureable

GiveRight Corporate Philanthropy for NetSuite allows companies to identify causes
and organizations for direct funding. The application is a complete grantmaking module
that includes functionality for defining programs and initiatives, receiving applications,
managing grants, and tracking expenses. It also facilitates good communication
between stakeholders to ensure that you are selecting the right partners and causes for
your organization.

BENEFITS
Creates Positive Social Impact
Partnering with a nonprofit organization or focusing on
a specific cause for fundraising has numerous benefits.
Driving funds toward an issue that positively impacts
the lives of many is important -- no matter what cause
you choose.
Improves Customer Relations
Companies benefit from increased brand awareness
and improved brand perception. Customers see the
positive impact from the grants your company makes
in their communities and their goodwill is reciprocated
back to your brand.
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Tracks Projects and Expenses
Having financial controls for supported projects,
well-defined budget allocations and easy access
to reporting create successful philanthropic
engagements for your company. Charities are
provided easy access through NetSuite’s supplier
portal to upload expense data.
Generates New Opportunities, Innovation, and
Competitive Advantage
Companies establish a closer connection with their
communities providing a deeper understanding of
the challenges faced by customers and recognition of
new opportunities for innovation and market creation.

FEATURES
Funding Evaluation
GiveRight recommends a team of stakeholders from across your
company to evaluate grant proposals. Built-in workflows facilitate this
process within NetSuite, automatically notifying each stakeholder
when a new partner or grant is in the system for review. The
application also tracks partnership details, such as agreements,
specific projects, expenses, and events.
Applications Tracking
GiveRight allows nonprofits to submit applications and letters of
inquiry to express interest in your company’s funding opportunities.
Attachments, budget estimates, and others are saved via NetSuite’s
document management system.
Grants Management
CSR Directors can monitor grants at intervals to ensure compliance
with terms and conditions set forth by your company. Budgets can
be established for specific projects and your grants linked to those
projects. GiveRight allows projects to be funded by many grants, and
a single grant to fund multiple projects. Grant recipients can use the
system to share expenses, results, and outcomes that your donations
are providing. This data and resulting takeaways may result in even
more impactful efforts.

GiveRight is powered by two industry leading platforms:

NetSuite offers worldwide, secure, fault-tolerant,
cloud-based services. GiveRight has implemented a
unique set of applications which centralizes a repository
of non-profits and organizations.

Enabling Organizations of All Sizes
to Reach Their Full Potential Through
Corporate Social Responsibility
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GuideStar provides the most comprehensive database
of non-profit organizations – a listing of charities of all
types, sizes, and locations. GiveRight has integrated
this data into the GiveRight Marketplace to make easy,
access to connections.

For more information, contact:
GiveRight
www.give-right.com
209-969-1518

